Stimulus-specific adaptation (SSA) is the reduction in responses to a common 19 stimulus that does not generalize, or only partially generalizes, to other stimuli. SSA 20 has been studied mainly with sounds that bear no behavioral meaning. We hypothesized 21 that the acquisition of behavioral meaning by a sound should modify the amount of 22 SSA evoked by that sound. To test this hypothesis, we used fear conditioning in rats, 23 using two word-like stimuli, derived from the English words "danger" and "safety", as 24 well as pure tones. One stimulus (CS+) was associated with a foot shock whereas the 25 other stimulus (CS-) was presented without a concomitant foot shock. We recorded 26 neural responses to the auditory stimuli using chronically implanted multi-electrode 27 arrays, recording responses telemetrically in freely moving animals before and after 28 conditioning. Consistent with our hypothesis, SSA changed in a way that depended on 29 the behavioral role of the sound: the contrast between standard and deviant responses 30 remained the same or decreased for CS+ stimuli but increased for CS-stimuli, showing 31 that SSA is shaped by experience. In most cases the sensory responses underlying these 32 changes in SSA increased following conditioning. Unexpectedly, the responses to CS+ 33 word-like stimuli showed a specific, substantial decrease, which we interpret as 34 evidence for substantial inhibitory plasticity. 59 discriminative fear conditioning paradigms): by the sa 60 stronger adaptation and therefore larger SSA following conditioning.
Introduction
Neural responses throughout the auditory system show sensitivity to stimulus 37 probability. Such sensitivity is often probed using oddball sequences (1) . In an oddball 102 (a) The timeline of the experiment (in days). (b) Conditioning was performed in context A 103 (CS+ coupled with foot shocks), testing was performed in context B (CS+ without foot 104 shocks). (c) To induce conditioning, animals were exposed to 20 blocks of sounds, alternating 105 between CS-(green) and CS+ (red). A block consisted of a 30s train of one of the stimuli 106 delivered at 0.5 Hz. CS+ was paired with a foot shock (2 s, 0.4 mA). The onset of the foot 107 shock was 2 seconds before the end of the sequence. In a fear retrieval test, rats received 108 alternately 4 presentations of CS-and 4 presentations of CS+ stimuli with no shock 109 associated with either.
134
The electrodes were implanted using a stereotaxic Instrument (David Kopf Instruments, 135 Tujunga, California), vertically, just medial to the lateral ridge, at coordinates targeted 136 to the left primary auditory cortex (5 mm posterior to bregma, 2.3-2.4 mm below brain 137 surface). While lowering of the electrodes inside the brain, responses to auditory 138 stimuli were recorded and the final depth of the electrodes was set accordingly. The 139 array was fixed to the base of dental cement previously prepared on the skull. The Sound presentations 151 Pure tones and broadband noise (BBN) were generated digitally online. The word-like 152 stimuli were loaded from pre-synthesized files. All sound generation was performed 153 using Matlab (The Mathworks, Inc.). The digital signals were transduced to voltage 154 signals by a sound card (M-16 AD, RME), attenuated (PA5, TDT), and played through 155 a stereo power amplifier (SA1, TDT) and a free field speaker (MF1, TDT) that was 156 placed above the experimental cage. For pure tones, 0 dB attenuation corresponded to 157 a sound level of about 100 dB SPL throughout the frequency range of the word stimuli.
Recordings were performed using an AlphaLab SnR™ recording system (Alpha 160 Omega Engineering, Nazareth, Israel) connected to a TBSI transmitter-receiver system 161 for wireless recordings (Triangle BioSystems International, Durham, NC, USA). The 162 64-channel transmitter and the battery were mounted onto a custom-made 163 interconnector with a battery holder (total weight of the interconnector with the 164 transmitter and the battery was approximately 15 g). Before each recording session, the 165 device was attached to the electrode array.
166
Each of the four recording sessions (two before and two after conditioning) started with 167 a characterization of the response properties of the recording location. First, we 168 recorded responses to broad-band noise (BBN) using a sequence of 280 BBN bursts 169 with a duration of 200 ms, 10 ms linear onset and offset ramps, ISI (onset-to-onset) of 170 500 ms, and seven different attenuation levels (0-60 dB with 10 dB steps). Levels were 171 presented pseudo-randomly so that each level was presented 40 times.
172
Responses to tones were collected using quasi-random frequency sequences of 370 pure 173 tone bursts (50 ms, 5 ms rise/fall time; ISI of 500 ms) at 37 frequencies (1-64 kHz, 6 174 frequencies per octave). The sequences were presented at decreasing attenuation levels, 175 starting at 10 dB attenuation with 10 dB steps until the threshold of the neural activity 176 was reached (usually at 50-60 dB attenuation). On the first day of recording, these data 177 were used to select the main frequencies and sound levels for all behavioral tests using 178 tones. The best frequency (BF) was determined as the frequency that gave rise to the 179 strongest responses in most electrodes. Two frequencies evoking large responses were 180 selected on either side of the BF, symmetrically, for further study. The lower frequency 181 was denoted f1, the higher was denoted f2, and they were selected such that f2/f1=1.44.
We then recorded responses to oddball sequences consisting of the word stimuli and 183 (separately) of pure tones of the two selected frequencies.
184
Oddball sequences 185 Tone oddball sequences consisted of 30 ms (5 ms rise/fall time) pure tone bursts, 186 presented with an interstimulus interval (ISI, onset to onset) of 300 ms. Each sequence 187 contained 25 deviants and 475 standards in a pseudo-random order, so that the deviant 188 frequency had a probability of 5%. These are the conditions used in most SSA studies 189 coming from our lab (7,26). Two oddball sequences have been used, one with f1 190 standard and f2 deviant, and the other with the roles of the two frequencies reversed.
191
The word stimuli ('danger', phonetically '/deɪnʤər/', and 'safety', phonetically /seɪfti/, cues for word identity. The total energy and power spectra of the two sounds were 197 equalized in order to remove simple energy and spectral cues for word identity. These 198 modifications resulted in sounds that had some features of speech, notably strong 199 spectro-temporal modulations in the speech range ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Oddball
200
Sequences consisting of word stimuli were presented at a rate of 1 Hz. The deviant 201 word (either "danger" or "safety") had a probability of 5%, and the oddball sequences 202 consisted of 500 stimuli (475 standards and 25 deviants). Two sequences were 203 presented. In one sequence, the standard was "danger" and the deviant was "safety". In 204 opposite sequence "danger" was the deviant and "safety" the standard. presentations 205 were counterbalanced. 207 We used a discriminative fear conditioning protocol, loosely adapted from Letzkus et. shock was 2 seconds before the end of the sequence.
Fear conditioning

213
Each word was used (in different groups of rats) as CS+ and as CS-. During the 30 s 214 sequences, the stimuli were presented at 0.5 Hz (once every 2 s). A pseudo-conditioned 215 group was subjected to the same procedure (using the word stimuli) but without 216 applying foot shocks.
217
To condition with tones, the CS+ and CS-sequences consisted of 30 s sequences of 218 pure tones of the two previously selected frequencies (30 ms tone pips, presented every 219 300 ms, 5 ms linear onset/offset ramps).
220
On the two days following conditioning, the rats were submitted to fear retrieval test in 221 context B, during which they were exposed alternately to presentations of the CS-and 222 of the CS+ sound sequences, for a total of 4 times each ( Fig. 1D ).
223
Behavioral analysis 224 To determine the amount of freezing, we monitored rat behavior using a ceiling threshold. This procedure had two free parameters, the threshold for the detection of 235 pixels that changed in the temporal difference images, and the threshold for detecting 236 freezing. These were determined to fit best a set of test cases scored manually for the 237 amount of freezing.
238
Mean freezing was calculated for 40 s following the beginning of each stimulus block 239 (block duration + 10 s). Baseline freezing was calculated from the first two minutes of 240 each session, before the presentation of the first stimulus block.
241
The amount of freezing in the different conditions was analyzed using a linear mixed 
249
For the tone responses, LFP responses were baseline corrected to the 50 ms before 250 stimulus onset. The peak negative response was identified in the 40 ms time window 251 starting at stimulus onset, and response strength was quantified by averaging the LFP 252 over the 9 ms window centered on the peak.
For the word responses, LFP responses were baseline corrected to the 50 ms before 254 onset of the first vowel (the justification for this procedure is described in the Results 255 section). The peak negative response was found in the 40 ms time window starting at 256 the onset of the first vowel, and response strength was quantified by averaging the LFP 257 over the 9 ms window centered on the peak.
258
The responses to a given stimulus were included in the final dataset when there was a 259 significant response in at least one of the conditions (standard, deviant, before 260 conditioning, after conditioning). Significance test was performed by a paired t-test 261 between the set of single-trial responses (same response window as above) and the 262 corresponding pre-stimulus LFP (p<0.05).
263
In order to quantify the effect of probability on tone responses, the contrast between the 264 responses to the same stimulus when it was standard and when it was deviant was used. probability and time. Stimulus type (low or high frequency), rat, recording session (1 st or 2 nd ), and electrode within rat were entered as random factors. Table 1 reports the 278 results for all fixed effects (Matlab routine anova). All main effects and almost all 279 interactions were significant, often highly so. We therefore report later the results of 280 post-hoc tests of individual contrasts between fixed effects (coefficient tests using the 281 Matlab routine coefTest, performing an F test for the specific contrast against the null 282 hypothesis that it is zero).
283 Table 1 . All rats in the word group froze more during CS+ than at baseline (Fig 2, left) . There 304 was also a generalization: during CS-presentations, all rats also showed elevated 305 freezing relative to baseline. However, almost all rats (9/10) froze more when CS+ was 306 presented than when CS-was presented. A post-hoc test showed a significant difference 307 between freezing during CS+ and CS-presentations (F(1,471)=11, P=8.0*10 -4 ).
Responses to word-like stimuli
The rats conditioned with tones ( Fig. 2 , middle) displayed a similar pattern: they froze 309 during both CS+ and CS-, but more to CS+. In this group the difference between 310 freezing for CS+ and CS-was not significant (F(1,471)=1.8, P=0.18). This could be 311 due to the small number of animals used for this test, or to the small frequency interval 312 between CS+ and CS-(half octave).
313
In the pseudo conditioned group (Fig 2, right; the behavioral data of one of the animals 314 was not recorded) there was no significant increase in freezing for either stimulus 315 relative to baseline (F(2,471)=0.33, P=0.72). 316 We recorded LFPs from 336 recording locations in 21 rats. Figure As seen at the bottom of Fig. 3 , response components showed high variability between 336 animals. We therefore report all our results for the onset response to the first vowel of 
339
Responses to the word-like stimuli and to tones were collected in all three groups (word 340 group, tone group, and the pseudo-conditioned group). All main effects and interactions 341 were significant ( Table 1) , showing that SSA was present (main effect of probability 342 both for words and for tones) and that conditioning indeed modified the responses in 343 ways that depended on the probability as well as on the behavioral role of the stimulus. 344 We therefore report below the results of post-hoc tests for the specific contrasts of 345 interest. 346 We first discuss the effects of conditioning on SSA. Figure 4 summarizes these data. We hypothesized in the introduction that SSA would decrease for the CS+ stimuli and 367 increase for the CS-stimuli. When the word-like stimuli served as CS+, there was a 368 significant decrease of the SSA index following conditioning (Fig 4a, -13% , 369 F(1,1808)=16, P=8.3*10 -5 ). In contrast, when they served as CS-, there was a moderate 370 but significant increase of the SSA index following conditioning (Fig 4b, 7% , 371 F(1,1808)=5.1, P=0.025). In both control groups, the SSA index did not change 372 significantly following conditioning (Fig 4c, control A, tone-conditioned animals: 12%, 373 F(1,1808)=0.87, P=0.35; Fig. 4d , control B, pseudo-conditioned: 0.7%, 374 F(1,1808)=0.054, P=0.82). Thus, the change in SSA was specific to the stimuli that 375 gained behavioral meaning; the SSA decreased for the CS+ and increased for the CS-376 stimuli. These results are fully consistent with our hypothesis.
377
When tones served as CS+, the SSA index to remain largely the same after conditioning 378 (Fig. 4e , -5%, F(1,1801)=1.5, P=0.2). For CS-tones, a highly significant increase in 379 SSA occurred after conditioning (Fig 4f, 16%, F(1,1801) =18, P=2.3*10 -5 ). In both 380 control groups, there was virtually no change in SSA index after conditioning (Fig 4g,   381 control A, word-conditioned group: -0.4%, F(1,1808)=0.023, P=0.88; Fig. 4h , control 383 consistent with our working hypothesis. The change in SSA was specific to stimuli that 384 gained behavioral meaning; the SSA to CS-stimuli increased, as hypothesized, while 385 the SSA to the CS+ stimuli didn't change significantly, 386 Next, we examined the patterns of changes in the responses to standards and deviants 387 that underlay the changed SSA. SSA can change because the responses to standards 388 changed and/or because the responses to deviants changed, and we wanted to find out 389 which pattern actually occurred.
390 Figure 5a illustrates the most surprising finding. It displays the average responses to the 391 word-like stimuli used as CS+ when they were tested as deviants, before (light red) and 392 after (dark red) conditioning. The responses showed a substantial and highly significant 393 decrease, rather than the expected increase (Fig 5c, deviants: -43%, F(1,3979)=66, 394 P=5.6*10 -16 ). The responses to standards also decreased significantly, although to a 395 lesser degree, following conditioning (Fig 5b and 5c , standards: -15%, F(1,3979)=6.2, 396 P=0.013). The significant decrease in SSA shown by the word-like stimuli used as CS+ 397 (Fig. 4a ) can be traced therefore to the fact that following conditioning, the responses 398 to the CS+ word-like stimuli, when used as deviants, decreased more than the responses 399 to the same stimuli when used as standards.
400
This decrease in the responses following conditioning was restricted to the word-like 401 stimuli when used as CS+ during conditioning. Indeed, when used as CS-, following 402 conditioning the responses to word-like stimuli increased when deviant (Fig 5d and 5f , 403 deviants: 19%, F(1,3979)=7.2, P=0.0074) and did not change significantly when used 404 as standards (Fig 7e and 7f, 423 the responses to word-like stimuli tested in rats conditioned with pure tones. (j-l) The same, 424 for the responses to word-like stimuli tested in pseudo-conditioned rats. Note that in this 425 case, while the average response (panel j) was slightly smaller after than before 426 conditioning, the average peak response (panel l) was slightly larger. The reason for such 427 discrepancies here and elsewhere is the fact that peak responses were determined in each 428 electrode and animal individually, and therefore could occur at time points that are different 429 than the time point of the peak response following averaging.
431
Responses to tones ( Figure 6 ) showed, if anything, only increases following 432 conditioning, as expected (28). Responses to CS+ tones increased following 433 conditioning both when deviant (Fig 6a and 6c , deviants: 20%, F(1,3860)=18, 434 P=2.1*10 -5 ) and when standards (Fig 6b and 6c , standards: 45%, F(1,3860)=32, The responses to deviant tones presented to rats conditioned to word-like stimuli 444 increased significantly after conditioning (Fig 6g and 6i, deviants: 16%, F(1,3860) =9.9, 445 P=1.7*10 -3 ), while the responses to the same stimuli when standards in animals 446 conditioned to the word-like stimuli did not change significantly (Fig 6h and We used fear conditioning to assign a behavioral meaning to complex sounds and to 454 pure tones and then measured SSA elicited by these sounds before and after 455 conditioning.
456
Methodological issues 457 The current study was designed with the goal of recording neural signals in the same 458 awake animals before and after conditioning, in order to allow within-animal 459 comparison of the resulting electrophysiological changes. This experimental design 460 made the study statistically powerful, but resulted in a long-duration protocol that made it difficult to collect stable spiking activity. Thus, the paper is based on recordings of 462 LFPs.
463
LFPs are useful indices of neuronal activity, but need to be interpreted carefully. LFP 464 measures the total synaptic input (rather than spiking output) near the electrode tip (29).
465
LFPs integrate currents over relatively long distances -at least 1 mm (30) -and are 466 therefore less local than recordings of spiking activity (31). Nevertheless, LFPs are often 467 interpreted as an index of spiking activity. Indeed, there are many experimental 468 observations showing correlated changes in the two signals (32-34), including in 469 auditory cortex. These correlations presumably have to do with the fact that most of the 470 input currents in cortex are produced by local sources and therefore correlate with the 471 overall spiking activity. Given the many demonstrations of such a correlation in 472 auditory cortex, we accept it for the rest of the discussion.
473
Conditioning differentially affected SSA to behaviorally meaningful sounds 474 Here we used the powerful classical fear conditioning paradigm in order to assign two 475 possible meanings to sounds: a sound could either predict an aversive consequence 476 (CS+) or predict the lack of an aversive consequence (CS-). CS-sounds are 477 behaviorally meaningful -they occurred in 50% of the trials, and informed the rat that 478 a shock was not imminent. Thus, we expected changes in SSA to occur for both types 479 of sounds. In addition, we tested SSA using sounds that have not been used in the 480 conditioning session (tones for the rats conditioned with words, and words for the rats 481 conditioned with tones).
482
Our working hypothesis suggested that SSA to CS+ sounds should decrease and SSA 483 to CS-sounds should increase, while SSA to sounds that have not been used during the 484 conditioning session should be mostly unaffected. Our results are largely consistent with this hypothesis: at least at the population level, SSA was affected by conditioning 486 as expected from functional considerations -following conditioning, responses to CS+ 487 stimuli adapted to a similar degree or less, while responses to CS-stimuli adapted more 488 than before conditioning.
489
Conditioning differentially affected responses to tones and to complex sounds 490 Although the changes in SSA roughly followed our working hypothesis for both tones 491 and word-like stimuli, the changes in response strengths that underlay the changes in 492 SSA showed an unexpected pattern. While response strength generally increased when 493 the conditioned stimuli were tones, response strength to word-like CS+ stimuli 494 decreased substantially and consistently following conditioning. 495 Fear conditioning has been almost invariably associated with increased responses to the 496 CS+ stimulus in auditory cortex (24,23). In the experiments described here, the 497 ubiquitous findings of increased responses to CS+ stimuli were reproduced for the tone 498 stimuli. In fact, in animals conditioned to tones, responses to both CS+ and CS-tones, 499 as well as to the word-like stimuli, all increased following conditioning.
500
For the word-like stimuli, on the other hand, conditioning affected differentially the 501 size of the responses to CS+ and CS-stimuli. Responses to word-like stimuli when CS+ 502 showed an unexpected decrease. This decrease was specific to the behavioral role of 503 the stimulus: responses to the CS-word tended to increase when deviant and showed a 504 non-significant decrease when standard. The decrease was also specific to the acoustic 505 nature of the stimuli: in the same animals, responses to tones increased moderately 506 following conditioning.
507
The specific decrease in the responses to word-like CS+ stimuli is one of the largest 508 effects in this study. It occurred when the CS+ word was tested as deviant as well as 509 when standard. Since deviant responses decreased substantially more than standard 510 responses, SSA decreased significantly following conditioning. In fact, the SSA index 511 became negative on average: responses to repeated CS+ stimuli were on average 512 somewhat larger than to rare ones.
513
To the best of our knowledge, previous research has shown two exceptions to the 514 ubiquitous increase in the responses to the CS+ stimuli. The first is plasticity in the 515 highly specialized auditory system of the Jamaican mustached bat, pteronotus parnellii, 516 evoked by microstimulation of auditory cortex. Following this manipulation, the 517 neurons in the stimulated region showed shifts of their frequency tuning away from the 518 characteristic parameters of the stimulated point (23). Such shifts have been observed 519 throughout the auditory system (in cortex, auditory thalamus and inferior colliculus) 520 when microstimulation was performed in auditory cortex areas that were specialized 521 for the processing of the echolocation calls (the DSCF area, the highly expanded area 522 representing the 60 kHz component of the echolocation call, and the FM-FM area).
523
Similar microstimulation experiments in non-specialized parts of auditory cortex gave 524 rise to the expected tuning shifts towards the characteristic parameters of the stimulated 525 area (35). Suga and his colleagues concluded the shifts of sensitivity away from those 526 of the stimulated area is a property of the specialized processing areas in the bat auditory 527 cortex (23).
528
The current results with the word-like stimuli are reminiscent of this thread of results.
529
Instead of shifting the responses towards the CS+, there is a shift of the responses away 530 -reduction of the CS+ responses together with a potentially moderate increase in the 531 responses to CS-stimuli as well as to tones. In contrast with the results of Suga and 532 colleagues, we observed these shifts in an animal that is not an auditory specialist.
533
Nevertheless, there is an interesting analogy -the 'centrifugal' (36) shifts in our experiments were observed only for complex stimuli that presumably engaged large 535 territories of auditory cortex. We therefore suggest a possible reinterpretation of the 536 observations of Suga and his colleagues -it is not the difference between specialized 537 and non-specialized processing, but rather the difference between the extent of cortex 538 that is activated by the conditioned stimuli, that is responsible for the different patterns 539 of results.
540
The second report of decreased responses to CS+ stimuli concerns operant conditioning 541 experiments in ferrets (37). In animals trained to stop licking at target presentation, the 542 responses to the target increased during task performance. In contrast, in animals 543 trained to lick during target presentation, the responses to the target decreased during 544 task performance. David and Colleagues (37) interpreted these results in terms of 545 increased contrast between the target and non-target stimuli, in either case the larger 546 responses being elicited by the stimuli that were associated with the aversive outcomes.
547
In the results reported here, increased and decreased responses to CS+ stimuli could be 548 elicited independent of the behavioral paradigm, which was identical for all animals. Potential mechanisms 555 We interpret the changes in LFP as reflecting a corresponding change in the size of the 556 spiking responses of the neuronal population around the recording electrodes. Given this assumption, our results provide two major constraints on mechanisms underlying 558 these changes. 559 First, the changes documented here were a consequence of the conditioning procedure.
560
This follows from the finding that neither SSA nor response strength changed 561 significantly in the pseudo-conditioned rats. Thus, the plastic changes were initiated by 562 the conjunction of cues that occur during the conditioning session, including the sounds 563 and the aversive foot shocks. However, changes occurred also to the SSA evoked by 564 CS-sounds, and in opposite direction to that evoked by CS+ sounds. Thus, plasticity 565 occurred also in responses to sounds that were not directly associated with the aversive 566 event, and even to sounds that were not presented at all during the conditioning sessions 567 (tones in rats conditioned to word-like stimuli and word-like stimuli in rats conditioned 568 to tones).
569
Second, the direction of the changes in response strength varied between tones and 570 word-like stimuli. Responses to sounds in rats conditioned to tones increased to all 571 stimuli (tones used as CS+, tones used as CS-, and word-like stimuli that were not used 572 during conditioning). In contrast, the responses in rats conditioned to words specifically 573 decreased to words used as CS+, while increasing somewhat to words used as CS-as 574 well as to tones. 575 One mechanism that has been suggested to increase the responses to important sounds 576 is increase in the release probability of glutamate, either at the thalamo-cortical or at 577 the cortico-cortical synapses. In this case, deviant responses are expected to increase, 578 but the increased synaptic depression consequent on the increased transmitter release is 579 expected to decrease standard responses, leading to larger SSA. Such an effect has been 580 demonstrated in consequence to environmental enrichment (38) -responses to sounds 581 increased, but so did paired-pulse depression. The effects of conditioning on the responses to CS-stimuli were consistent with this mechanism. In rats conditioned to 583 tones, the responses to both deviants and standards CS-tones increased, with larger 584 increases of the deviant responses. In rats conditioned to word-like stimuli, the 585 responses to deviant CS-stimuli increased while the responses to the same stimuli when 586 standards did not change significantly.
587
On the other hand, responses to CS+ tones increased, but the SSA index did not change; 588 and responses to word-like CS+ stimuli decreased in size and showed smaller (actually 589 negative) SSA. All of these observations are inconsistent with simple increase in 590 transmitter release probability.
591
The unexpected reduction of responses to word-like CS+ stimuli following 592 conditioning could result from decreased excitation or from increased inhibition (or 593 both). It is unlikely that excitation was greatly reduced, since responses to other stimuli 594 (word-like CS-when deviant as well as to tones) were actually enhanced (admittedly, 595 not by much). Thus, the main cause of the reduction in responses is most probably an 596 increased inhibition evoked by the CS+ word-like stimuli.
597
Inhibitory effects may increase when excitatory-to-inhibitory synapses are potentiated, 598 or when the inhibitory synapses themselves become more potent. Increased inhibition 599 may then reduce the sensory responses to the CS+ stimuli. The reason inhibition would 600 be potentiated more than excitation with word-like CS+ is unclear, but could be related 601 to the large range of frequencies that were presumably affected during conditioning.
602
For example, PV+ interneurons have wider tuning curves than nearby excitatory 603 neurons (40). The use of broadband CS+ stimuli could potentiate more of the excitatory 604 inputs to PV+ interneurons than the use of a pure tone CS+, leading to an overall greater 605 inhibition (as in (36)).
